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1 The „2nd SID“ Board

With the "2nd SID" board it is possible to add a 2nd SID with only one SID slot to play

music in pseudo-stereo or music for two SIDs.
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2 Assembly of the 2nd SID

2.1 Power supply

Two pullup voltage regulators are provided for the power supply (9V and 12V). These

are only needed if old original 6581 or 8580 SIDs or the audio output "OUT2" are

used.

The upper left and right selection jumpers (9V/12V) determine the supply voltage of

the SIDs. For a 5V replica SID these are not used, for a 6581 SID the jumper must be

set to 12V, and for a 8580 SID the jumper must be set to "9V".
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2.2 6581 / 8580 Settings

Depending on which SID type is used, certain jumper settings must also be made.

The left 1K (6581) is only jumpered with a 6581 SID, and the other "8580 CAPS" and

"DIGIFIX" only with an 8580 SID.
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2.3 Chip Select Jumper „CS2“

Before inserting the second SID on the right side, the "CS2" pin must be connected

to an external SID chip select signal or the chip select jumper "BIND CS2 TO SID1"

must be closed. In the latter case the second SID receives exactly the same signals

as the first SID and thus works in pseudo stereo mode.
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3 Audio Output

There are two options here:

„Mono MIX“ Jumper

In this mode, the audio signal of the second SID is mixed with the first SID so that

both SIDs sound on the left mono channel.

Pseudo Stereo

If you want the second SID to sound on the right channel, you have to remove the

jumper "MIX SIDs" and use the "OUT2" audio output. To do this, connect a line from

the "OUT2" pin to the right audio channel of the C64.  Note: Please note that the

12V voltage  regulator  must  be  plugged in.  Because  without  this  the  audio

output transistor gets no voltage and the audio signal is only very quiet. 
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